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BAKER AND BENSON WIN IN ORATORICAL CONTEST
What's New Cliff Ganus Joins
In The News Harding Faculty
f,

The formation of a low-priced car
division for the production of a smaller and cheaper Ford car was announceci Saturday by the Ford Motor Co. The
c.ar will be presented some time after
J ... nuary, 1947.
President Truman said Friday that
"Preparations for the aromic bomb tests
to be made in the Pacific are being
pressed forward, and I b:lve been aS>s11red that the present taq;et dates for
the explosions will be met." He also
stated that he believed the tests to be
of vital importance in obtaining information for national defense.
For the first test, a bomb will be
exploded above water, and in the second, one will be exploded just below
the surface.
.
Franco Spain denied charges by Poland that the Midrid regime is threatening world peace and harboring German scientists working on atomic weapons. The Spanish cabinet invited all
nations in the United Nations framework to appoint a committee to visit
Spain and investigate charges of atomic
bcmb research experiments.
Pcesident Truman pledged to carry
on in the way of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt as he dedicated the late
president's Hudson River estate as a
national monument on the first anniversary of Roosevelt's death, April 12.
He stated that "Only history can do
him full justice."

!

·.

Approximately $700,000 worth of U.
S. Army supplies were stolen in Europe
during March, army headquarters in
Frankfurt, Germany, revealed Friday.
Most of the pilfering, $530,000 worth,
occurred in countries liberated by the
Allies. Chief losses were food and
cl.othing, most of it taken while supplies were in transit.
The Searcy High School Band has
re.·eived and accepted an invitation to
appear one day in the Cotton Carnival
in Memphis to be held during the
week of May 13~18, when Memphis
celebrates Tennessee's 150th anniversary. It 1s ari outstanding honor for a
small town school band as few are asked. The band has recently received high
commendation for its work.

•

Ehl To Join
Lipscomb Facuity
Cortez Ehl, former Harding student
has joined the faculty at David Lips.comb College, it was announced last
week by A. C. Pullias, president of the
college. He will assume duties next
September as a professor in the business
administration department and supervisor of Elam Hall, boys' dormitory.
Ehl attended Harding in '40 and '41
and was a member of Lambda Sigma,
Chorus, and Glee Club. He is married
to the former Mabel Dean McDonald
'41 graduate who is now an English
teacher and sponsor of the student newspaper at David Lipscomb.
Ehl served in the Signal Corps and
was stationed in Iran for almost three
years. He serve-I as detachment commander, personnel officer, assistant
battalion adjutant and trial judge advocate, with the rank of first lieu~nant.
Honorably discharged from the army
last September, he is at present attending Vanderbilt University where he is
working for his M. A. degree in business administration.

Next September

I

'

Cl ifton Ganus, of New Orleans,
Louisiana a 1943 graduate will join
the Harding faculty in September as an
instructor in History and Social Science.
Cliff was active in both school work
and extra-curricular events while in
school here and has a master's degree
in History and Social Sciences from
Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
He is the brother of James and Arvis
and the son of Mr. C. L. Ganus, President of the school board. He married
Louise Nicholas, also a graduate and
they have one child.
For two years after his graduation
Cliff worked with the church in Charleston, Mississippi.

Musicale Is Prsented
By Fine Arts Group ·
Sunday .Afternoon
The Fine Arts Department presented
a Sunday afo..:rnoon musicil by students
of Mrs. B. L. Oliver and Mrs. Florence

Jewell in the College Auditorium, April
14, at 4 o'clock.
Those parttctpating and their numbers were: Pat Halbert; Coro Mio Ben
--Giordani; Don Wilkerson, By A
Roadside Fire - Lodgers; Zina Lee
Taylor, Spanish Serenade - Wright;
Pattie Mattox, Bagatelle - Beethoven;
Mildred Lanier, Death and the Maiden
-Shubert; Gay Golden, Melody in F
-Rubinstein; Ida Hazlett, Ghosts Schytte; William Nations, The Barefoot
Boy - Wiggens; Eloise Decker Hungary - Koelling; Mildred Lanier, Sous
Bois - Stoub; Dorothy Brewer, The
Star - Rodgers; The Little Damozel
-Novell; Maryann Hazlett, Fairy Pipers - Brewer; Doris Abney, To Spring
-Craig; Orel Herren, The Lord's Pray.er - Malotte.

Bound Volumes
! ! Now!!

Senior Speaker

When you have read this you may
contact any member of the press
club and make secure your right to
a bound volume of The Bison, by
handing to him or her one dollar
and rece1v10g a receipt showing
that you have reserved your bound
volume.
These volumes will be delivered
at the end of school when they will
be bound following the printing of
the last issue of T he Bison for this
year.

Oliphant Conducts
Meeting For
Downtown Church
W. L. Oliphant, minister of the Oak
Cliff church of Christ in Dallas for 22

'The High Heart'
To Be Presented
The Dramatic Department will present "The . High Heart", a one-act play
in the college auditorium tonight. The
play is based on the story of Sam Davis
who was a Confederate spy in the Civil
War. It was entered in the State Speech
Festival held at North Little Rock High
school on April fourth.
Miss Vivian Robbins is director of
the play and the cast includes Theeman
Healy, Pat Benson, Bob Helsten, Al
Stroop, Mildred Lanier, Jo Connell,
Sammie Swim, Forest Moyer and Jimmie Mooneyham.

Massey Gives
Aid To Veterans

Baxter Will Give
Baccalaureate
.Address This Year
Batsell Baxter, preside~t of David
Lipscomb College, has been selected by
the: senior class to deliver the Baccalaureate address on May 26th, Bill
Baker, president of the class, has announced. His letter of acceptance was
rtceived last Monday.

Baxter, who has been president of
three colleges, was a member of the
Mr. W. A. Massey, training officer Harding Bible faculty from 1940 until
1943 when he resigned to take over
in the Veterans Administration of Litthe presidency of David Lipscomb.
tle Rock, was on the campus April 3
Popular with the students, he will be
to consult the veterans who were not re- remembered for his timely chapel
ceiving their subsistance checks and to speeches, informative class lectures, and
find means by which this delay could his sincere, unassuming nature.
The Petit Jean was dedicated to him
be avoided.
iu 1943. Baxter is on the editorial staff
There were a number who were not · of the Gospel Advocate and also writes
receiving this aid and the delay was
one of the Gospel Advocate Bible
due partially to the transfer of States. quarterlies.
Mr. Massey had not been on the Other schools which he has been concampus since 1935 when he represented
nected with are George. Pepperdine
Conway State Teachers College in a deCollege, Abilene Christian College, Corbate tournament against Woodrow
dell Chri~tian College, and Thorp
Whitten and Edwin Hughes.
Springs Christian College.

Winning Oration Delivered By Pat . Benson

Pat Benson
gainst the General Electric Company.
This was the Philadelphia branch of
this company, and both strikers and
management knew that the strike was
not going to be settled in that city, but

years, is conducting a meeting for the
Locust and Vine Street church here. The
meeting began April 7 and will continue through Wednesday of this week.
He spoke in chapel Monday and Friday mornings of last week.
His evangelistic work has taken him
to most southern and western state,
to
rhe Dominion of Canada and to
Mexico. In 1929 Oliphant debated Chas.
Smith, ·President of the American Association for the Advancement of Ath~
ism, in defense of the Christian's faith
in God.
He holds the LL.B., LL.D. and Litt.
D. degrees. Having practiced law since
1931 he is at present a member of the
Dallas Bar Association, Texas State Bar
Association and American Bar Association.
His daughters, Eleana and Landa, are
atteuding Harding. Eleana is doing college work and Landa is in the Academv.

Winners of this year's annual orarorical contest sponsored by the Bison
are Bill Baker, senior, and Pat Benson,
sophomore. They were awarded the first
places of the men's and women's respective divisions by judges Tuesday .and
Wednesday following final speeches
given during the chapel periods of
those days.
Runners-up were Charles Stovall and
Dorothy O'Neal, whowere the only remaining contestants following earlier
eliminations.
Subjects of the winning speeches
were "Which Way Civilization" by Bill
Baker and "The Problem of Strikes"
by Miss Benson.
Dr. Benson expressed the belief that
all who had · prepar~d manuscripts were
benefitted by the study put into them.
The speeches were written and sub- .
mined before their delivery in chapel,
and did not exceed ten minutes in
speaking time. Both contents and delivery are taken into consoderation by
the judges. Dr. Benson, Dr. Frank
Rhodes and Dean Sears served as judges
for the men's division with Dr. Jack
Wood Sears taking Dr. Benson's place
in the women's division.

Operetta ls
Presented
To Full House

Miss Benson is from Cuching, Oklahoma. She has had leading roles in four
lyceum numbers since coming to Hard•
ing. Last year she took parts in "Mrs.
Miniver" and "The Barretts". Her roles
this year were in "Smilin' Through"
and "The Man Who Came to Dinner".

By Dick Foltz

Baker has been active in debate and
speech activities during his two years
at Harding. A David Lipscomb graduate, his home is in Nashville.

Playing to a capacity audience, the
comic operetta "Hearts and Blossoms"
was presented in the college auditorium
Friday night.
Jointly sponsored by the Music and
Dramatics Departments, "Hearts and
Blossoms" was a gay, well-paced musical
combining a fresh and memorable musical score with a laugh-laden plot, featuring the aways lovable and funny absent minded man, in this case Bob
Webb.
Built around life at a typical American summer hotel, the operetta music ·
ally told the story of the trials and tribulations of the Manning and Brandon
families, with a struggling lawyer, Jer·
ry Higgins, thrown in for good measure. While at times these inter-family
rather at New York headquarters. No
love affairs bordered on the confusing
one thought there would be any
love won out in a dose race with the
trouble in the City of Brotherly Love,
final curtain.
but strikers, on the advice of their unOn the musical side of the ledger,
ion leaders, changed from orderly pickthe singing of soprano Gladys O'Neal
eting to unlawful mass picketing,
as daughter June Manning, and tenor
which resulted in serious clashes with
Orel Herren as the bumbling Sampson
the police. Nine men were sent to the
Bonepart, were particularly notable,
hospital; thirty-five were less seriously
while Pat Halbert' s protrayal of Malininjured; fifty were arrested. The local
dy, bubbling and sometimes gushing
union's business agent, Mr. David Davis
Manning maid, and . object of porter
is an avowed communist.
Bonepart' s affections, highlighted the
The General Motors strike, which
acting.
ended March the fourteenth, was the
The cast included Dorothy Drewer as
longest in the history of the automobile
Mrs. Manning; Gladys Walden, Marie
industry. It idled 175,000 production
Manning; Bill Nations, Philip Branworkers for 113 days. Millions were
don; Evan Ulrey, Jerry Higgins; Berty
lost in wages, profits, and precious
Ulrey, Eileen; · Mildred Lanier, Betty;
time in the most important single ele-.
Dale
Straughn, Bruce; and Bob Helsten,
ment in United States post-war concerBob.
sion. It will take more than ten years'
steady work with no strikes to gain
The newly renovated College Inn had
back this loss.
Labor seems to be willing to walk . its grand opening Thursday afternoon
off the job, no matter what the cause at 4:15, with due ceremony, including
or cost. The situation would not be punch and cookies.
quite so serious if there were only a
Freshly painted in a cream, light
few justly-caused, orderly strikes, but green and black color scheme, the new
strikers have arrived at the point where additions to the inn include an enlarged
even human life · does not 11mount to kitchen, new counters, and 10 tables in
very much to them. A few weeks ago the new wing, with a seating capacity
•
of 40.
(Continued on page three.)

The Evils Of Labor Strikes
Many years ago, when our country
was new, there were no labor troubles.
One man would hire himself out to another and they could settle any difficulties together. Today mass production
changes all this. There are so many
people working for one employer or
organization that the employer and employee cannot get together and explain
things to each other. All the employees
have banded together to demand the
things they want. In getting these
things, their most powerful weapons
are strikes. These have been carried to
extremes until it amounts, in some instances, to biting the hand that feeds
them. Some men, who have studied the
problem ~nd seem to see the guiding
hand of communism behind it, think
that it may result in killing the goose
(that is - mass production) that laid
the golden egg (or -higher standards of
living).
Strikes are dangerous! Some people
think that an orderly strike will not
be so very dangerous, but this commonplace attitude is not born out by faces.
In February of this year, in Philede1phia, a city noted for its peacefulness,
serious riots grew out of what, at first,
appeared to be a very quiet, orderly
" strike of 5,000 Philiddphia workers a-

Deliver Winning Addresses Tuesday
And Wednesday Before Student Body

Dr. Gage Advises
Co!lege Regarding
North Central
Dr. H. M. Gage, president of Lindenwood College of St. Charles, Missouri and an inspector of the North
Central Accrediting Association visited
on the campus last Thursady and Friday.
Dr. ·Gage's visit was not for the purpose of making an official inspection,
but rather to make suggestions for improvements and to advise the administration before Harding makes an official applicatioi for entrance into the
North Central Accrediting Association.
Standards for entrance into the North
Cehtral Accrediting Association are
high. Usually there is a period of several months or even of several years
before a school is admitted, after formal
application has been made.
At the present time, Harding College is accredited by the State Department of Education. This standing wa~
gfanted some years ago on a basis very
similar to that required for entrance
into North Central Accrediting Association. A thorough study of the school
was made, and at that time Harding
was given a high rating by the Arkansas State Department of Education.
Until' the present time the endowment has not been sufficient to allow
lfatding to make application to North
Central Accrediting Association, but
now due to the new endowment system
that difficulty has been overcome.
Dr. Gage spoke Thursday morning to
the faculty and students in the chapel
assembly.
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tAlumni ·Echoes)
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regul:..;: school year
Peggy Halbrook is now working in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Peggy attended
here from 1940..42. She was a member
of the W . fl. C. Club, Chorus, and M
Club.

by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Membet

J:\ssociated Collee)iate Press

"
Ailene Hoagg
is married and living
in Los Angeles, California. Ailene at·
tended here from 1940-42. She was a
Editor · member of the Arkansas Club, W. H.

Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkans~ po~1
office under act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.00 per year.

:Emmett Smith,
Barbara Brown and Bettie Ransom
Laura Lee Arms
Blanche Tranum
Lois Church
Bonnie Ben~ner
Robert Grayson
Forest Moyer
Doris Kelly
Dorothy Munger
Dr. Joe Pryor

Assistants to the Editor

C. Club, and Chorus.

Business Manager
Asst. Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Secretary
Religious Editor
Sports Editor (Men)
Sports Edit0r (Women)
Society Editor
Faculty Adviser

Wanda Lutrell a graduate of 1943
is now teaching at Biggers, Arkansas.
She was a member of the L. C. Club,
Alphi Si Omega, Arkansas Club, Dramatic Club, and Petit Jean Queen at·
tendant of 1943.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Word (Laurelia Whitten) are now living in Memphis. Dewey was recently discharged
from the Army. Laurelia is the · sister
of Mrs. Burke. She attended from 37·
40 and Dewey from 37-4 J •

COLUMNISTS AND FEATURES:-Bettie Ransom, Rosemary Pledger, Robert Grayson, Forest Moyer, Lois Gurganus, Joe Dann Tipps, Dwight Capps, Eleana
Oliphant. Marvin Howell. Metta Dean Smith. Robert Copeland, Jr., Virgil Lawyer. Lou Dugger, Barbara Brown. Boonie Bergner, Nathan Lamb.

QUESTION OF

THE WEEK

Why Buy A Bound Volume?
--well, there are so many reasons in evidence why each student
should have a bound volume of The Bison that it is difficult• to decide which ones to point out in this limited amount of space.
Nobody doubts the fact that the student publication of Harding
College is the source of mo~e interest through the year than any other
smgle thing. More of the life of the school, as it occurs day by day,
is recorded in The Bison than through any other !Iledium. More memories that are cherished by all can be revived and relived more vividly through the pages of a bound volume th:.in by any other means.
'l'hcrefore you should buy '<t bound volume of The Bison .
Fifteen years from now the memories •of Sadie Hawkins Day in
1945 will have become quite faded until you open your bound volume
and glance over the front page of the Sadie Hawkins Day edition with
all of the pictures and the vivid descriptions of what transpired at
the Ole Alma Mater so many years ago. And believe me, judging
from the passage of two or three years, those are going to be happy
revivals of memory. Faces and names almost forgotten over the years
will c6me to life as vividly as if it were last fall instead of fifteen years
ago last fall. Therefore you should have a bound volume of The
Bison.
Subscription prices to The Bison have always been one dollar the
year in spite of the raising or the lowering of the costs of prod1,1ction.
Just as traditionally, the price of a bound volume of The Bison has
remained at the amazing low figure of one dollar per volume. This
year with more space devoted to the recording of Harding's life the
bound volume is even a more enticing offer to each student. Therefore you should buy a bound volume of The Bison.
The Bison is sorry to announce the fact that only 250 copies of
each issue have been reserved for the purpose of binding. With near
500 students in Harding College it is plainly to be seen that this number will not supply the demands of all who will/ want a volume. In·
terest has been expressed upon the part of so many students unsolicited
that the staff have come to realize that the number prir~ted for binding will be insufficient to meet the demands, therefore, you should
lay your paper aside now and find a member of the press club and
reserve your bound volume of The Bison.
1

,

WHAT WOULD YOU THINK OF
HAVING AN OPERETTA EACH
YEAR AS PART OF THE LYCEUM
COURSE?
Marylyn Tuctleton: "Oh, no! I'd
much rather have the plays chat we
h(lve been having."
Charlene Magness: "I thing it's a
veq, very good idea."
Betty Lou Spruell: "No, I'd rather
have the regular five plays and an op·
eretta too.''
Arthur Peddle: "I give my stamp of
approval. I think it would give an excelknt variety to the course.''
Lois Hemingway: "Fine."
Charles Allen : "That's nothing but
right."
Georgia Jenkins: "I would like it, I
really would."
Orel Herren: "Swell, in case there's
nc. negro part in the next one.''
Jui:nita Awtrey: "I chink the idea is
s~ell! Everybody seemed to enjoy this
one.''
Betty Jo Howard: "Why don't they
produce five plays and an operetta too?"
Miss Auld: "Ao excellent idea. I'd
like to see us give some Gilbert and
Sullivan· operettas.
Jerry Young: "Oh boy! I'd sure like
to work io another one."
Bill Nations: 'Tm all for it."
Bula Moudy: "The one last week was
gobd. I chink it's
wonderful idea."
Henry Willand: "I don't know. I
think, however, that 1' d even approve
of 3 plays and 2 operettas each year."
Barbara Brown: "If they were all as
good as this one, I'd be in favor of it."
Jolly Hill: 'Tm undecided."

o, _ _ __

Hail To. The Freshmen!
More energy, enthusiasm and loyalty to the task before them
could never have been portrayed than was manifest last week when
the freshmen went to press to produce their issue of The Bison.
Barring nothing, including all of the mistakes, this Freshman Edition is the best in many years. In glancing over the bound volumes
of the past the inquisitive seeker can discover only one ·n the History
of bound volumes of The Basin that will match it in neatness and in
content. The freshmen in 1941·194 2 produced a sheet that will com'
pare to any of the freshman or upperclassman publications any time,
but it is the only one that comes up to the noteworthy accomplishments of the lowly scribes of Harding's larvae.
It is true, of course, that the present issue might be well fill'ed
with the corrections of mistakes made in • the last one, but all should
understand that the ' freshman has been here only one year ahd does
not know of those who have gone and many of those who are here
now, that is fully (majors etc. ) Of course, it is a definite fact that no
regular writer will ask for amends at the hand of the freshmen, real·
izing the number of mistakes made by all of us this year.
A noteworthy point in favor of the freshmen in this edition is
the usual coverage of news. All of the upperclassmen were surprised
to read anything in the freshman edition that did not pertain to the
freshman class since the class as a whole are a quite cocky bunch of
larvae. You can't blame a beginner for getting in his plug, can you?
In all seriousness, the statement made at the beginning holds true,
that this year's freshman class has done a quite outstanding bit of
work in producing the season's Green Sheet.

a

Some follow the Christ for the sake
of worldly advantages. It is observed
chat the best people are members of the
church, and this prompts many to seek
membership thinking it would help
them socially and in their business.
Merely through fear of punishment,
many are servin_g the Lord. The Bible
frequently appeals to this motive; it is
replete with warnings. (See Ps. 9: i 7;
Luke 13:3; II. Thess. 1:5-10). However, one who .follows the Lord prompted by this motive only renders very
poor service.
The desire and expectation of attaining greater blessings is a powerful
incentive for action. The Bible appeals
to chis motive. (See Matt. 25:21; Heb.
4·:9; Rev. 2:7, 10). This is a higher
motive than fear, but he who acts from
this motive only - the desire for gain
- is selfish, mercenary.
Many serve the Lord for they realize
it is a sense of duty. It is right for man
to obey God and many obey Him because they feel that it is right to do so.
This is a Bible motive (Eph. 6:1).
Though this is a high motive, it is not
the highest. Imagine a young man going
co see his mother merely through a
sense of duty.
Many serve the Father through love
and gratitude to Him. (See Rom. 12:
l). This is the highest motive because
it is God's motive. Love for man
actuates all that He does for him. We
are most like God when we serve
through love. (I. John 4:19). He who
is actuated by this principle makes the
best, happiest servant. Love takes from
duty its burden and makes it a delightful thing. (I John 5: 3).

Tuesday morning while tgoing to class
Bill Collins could be seen on a short
step ladder working on the hall clock.
After everyone had gone to class Mildred Lanier came to Bible class and said :
"Man, Bill Collins surely must be
near-sighted. He's out in the hall standing on a step ladder and looking at
the clock with the door opened.''
There was an old lady of Wooster
Who was often annoyed by a rooster.
She cut of his head
Until he was dead,
And now he don't crow like he useter

Don't Let My Boy Be Editor
By Dick Foltz
ed duo, "chose people there nearly
ruined me. I have a nice little bakery
down town, with lots of nice customers
but in chat horrid little green edition
of tfie Bison, they advertised me as
'Allen's Quality Akery' - AKERY ! ! !
my nice little shop".
"It shouldn't happen to the Pepperdioe Graphic", muttered Emmett.
Bill Baker, standing on the sidelines,
demanded a speedy climax. "Shoot the
dogs now. 200 people stayed away
from the oratqrical contest because they
thought old 'stinky' Smith was going to
speak instead of me. My public has
been deceived."
"Let us end this asinine diatribe,"
put in Lois Gurganus, nervoµsly fingering the trigger of her oversized blunder~
buss, "Smedly has just wired me that
he has changed his plans, and is going
to attend Lipscomb".
The mighty editor called for silence.
"Sheddup, everybody, this is no time
for frivolity. Let the issue at hand be
carried out. Where's Marvin Howell?"
"Don't you remember, Emmettt," interjected Beverly Chadwick, "you loaded himin the second rifle."
"Oh. Well, let the execution commence". He motioned to the eagerly awaiting riflemen. "Now!"
In the background the chorus softly
began to sing the press club theme song
"Inches, in capital letters, with exclamation marks'', and with the sharp report of cracking rifles, peace came again
to the Harding Campus.

"Let them have their last words'',
screamed Emmett Smith to the four
rifle-toting members of the Press Club.
Wearily, the disappointed firing squad
laid down their armsr ~s the two blindfolded forms of Mary Ruth Scott and
Dick Foltz, standing with their backs
to the concrete wall, suddenly came to
life with pleas of justify their exis.tance.
"Honest", they enjoined, "we really
did think Bill Smith, not Bill Baker
was going to orate Tuesday morning,
and . . . ,;·
·'That's enough," interrupted Smith,
"Tc wasn't enough you had to take my
ni.ce, healthy Bison and in one week
run it right into the ground," he continued in white-hot rage, "42 typo·
graphical errors - stomack, diamong,
incelligansia and what's this the
printer tells me 1about you two wanting
to run the Coca Cola advertisement oo
tht: editorial page?"
"Well, we , had room," Mary Ruth
offered timidly.
"ROOM ! ! ! ! "shrieked the now
thundering Mr. Smith, "Room, she says
yet a little 'we're so sorry' box on that
page says all the freshman material
can't be used - but Mr. Foltz takes a
mere, inconspicuous 37 inches of
space. Hah ! ! ! "
"Inches", whispered Dick, "on the
Bison bulletin board it distinctly says
'inches', and in capital letters, with,
with . . . with exclamation marks after
it! ! !"
"And on the bulletin board, in capitals with exclamation marks, it also
says · you should try to write the whole
issue yourself?"
Foltz lowered his be-masked eyes,
"Well, about Smedly, it was this way ..

'Round Here
Teacher: "Parse the word 'kiss'."
Student : "This word is a noun, but
it is usually used as a conjunction. It
is never declined, and more common
tl:1'an proper. It is not very singular, in
that it is usually used in the plural. It
agrees with me.''

'Oh, chat's all right, we forgive you
for that", patronized Smith, "no one
eve1 reads Smedly, anyway. 'W e wouldn't run it at all, but Hortense owns the
typewriter io the Bison office."
He then turned to an inconspicuous,
sobbing, little man on the sidelines.
"And you, sir, what is your complaint?"
"Those, those . . . "the little man
stammered, pointing to the condemn-

A wife who uses good horse sense
never becomes a hag.
This little bit of poesy work is in
line with chat very enlightening show
'"fhr Lost Weekend."

To a Bottle

Dear Smedly
Whew, Im winded, just plain exhausted, that's all there is to it.

head is whirling at such a tremendous rate of speed that it has set the rest of my
body into something that resembles Saint Vitus's dance. This very severe condire~ult

of continuous pounding and kicking at the ,door of Ye Ole

Bison office in vain att~mpt to stop the carryings on of one so called Dick (just
call him that because the other things I can think of wouldn't be printed).

Affections Should Be

On Things Above
By Sammie Swim
"If ye then be risen with Christ, seek
those things which are abdve, where
Christ sittech on the right hand of ,
God. Set your affection oo things above, not on things on the earth.'' (Col.
3:1-2.)
•
The word "motive"
means "that
which urges co action; inducement; the
ultimate, inner reason for performing
a given act.'' Synonymous in meaning
wit!::. the word "motive" are the words
"cause" and "impulse". The word
"living", as it appears in our lesson
title, refets not to the fact of living but
the manner of living. What is the
Christian's motive for living as he does
- denying himself of ungodliness and
worldly lusts, and rendering deeds of
service as the days come and go?
A number of motives could be sug~
gested: The attainment of the highest
good; the desire for divine favor and
approval; the desire for peace of mind;
gratitude for blessings received; ..and the
salvation of the soul from the penalty
of sensuality.
It is with motives of men that God
is chiefly concerned. (See I. Sam. 16:
6; Matt. 5 :8; 6: 1). We shall here examine some motives which move men
to follow Christ and serve Him.

Oh I wish my head would cease its constant motion.

'Tis very strange chat you and I
Together cannot pull;
For you are full when I am dry,
And dry when I am full.

Just now

kicked the last board from the office door that was barring my entrance into
this sanctuary. Honestly, I have never in my entire career as a pursuer of journilism found it necessary to exert myself as I have had to do chis past week. My

tion is the

The other day out on the softball
field Wayne Moody had another luckless day in the field for he had missed
three easy flies. Enraged Ordis Cop<>
land went out to see what was wrong.
Quoth Moody: "I don't know what is
wrong ocher than I need glasses."
Ordis: "You've gone too far fot
glasses - what you need is radar!"

The only consolation

in the whole deal is that its spinning has set the air in motion and has already
cooled the office considerably. No stosh and bosh now Smedly, I feel so utterly
sobbey and destarched since I've discovered that I spent half a fortnight in df'·
molishing a door to gain entrance to this place only to find that Dick, the hunted
one, had fled days before through the one window chat said place boasts.
'Guess he thought he was being pretty clever the way he told positively .everything that had happened and prophesied all the mysteries of the future so

':iS

to cut me out of the picture. However, I'm right back on the beam and am
bound and determined to write my usual epistle so that some little ray of sunshine and gladness may be

brough~ into your life which is made so dearly by

friends and parties and such like.
About a week ago a group of us studes commuted from hence (here), to
thence (Little Rock ) for the purpose of entering a one act play in the A*ansas
Speech Festival. We had a rehearsal in the aftrnoon and then a picnic supper
back stage before retiring to the reconversion factory where old faces are exchanged .for new.

When Sammie Swim emerged from his deluxe paint job and

carried his imposing structure into the hall, my ears were met by squeels of
delight which thrilled and fascinated females had contributed to the already excited atmosphere.

Then as I turned to see from whence cometh the commotion

I was barrelled into and bowled over by the onrush of myri~Cls of delighted coeds

Give a woman an inch and she getS
the idea that she is a ruler.
When Dr. Benson and Ward K. Halbert went to New York this happened:
The plane first stopped at St. Louis,
and a little red truck sped out to its
side to refuel it. The plane again
landed at Qeveland, and again a little
red truck dashed up to it. The third
stop was at Albany, and the same thing
,hr.ppened.
Dr. Benson (looking at his watch):
"This plane is making pretty good
time.''
Hal: "Yep, and that little red truck
ain't doin' so bad either.''
The other night Marvin Howell came
into Press Club meeting with a goodsized alarm clock. One member piped
up:
. "Marvin, why don't you wear a wrist
watch like everyone else does?"

who, in their haste to greet the illustrious actor, left me mangled under their
tiny (not a one under size nine) feet. They tweeked his cheek and gushed endearing terms that curdled my blood. Sammie of course was in his glory and
beamed approval on all the little (sQme not so slick) chicks.

"On stage" was

bellowed, and the actors and actresses took their places. All was ready, but alas,
where was Pretty Boy Swim? I rocketed back to the scene of his momentary
triUlllph and extracted him from the protesting group and the curtain went up as
Sammie dashed on to the stage wiping little scarlet traces from his cheeks and
declaring that fn the heat of the battle (he was a soldier) he sweat blood.
old boy I mustn't tarry too long for fear of losing sight of Dick.
Your cousin with the mangled toe,
Hortense.

I

Well

A beauty parlor sign: "Don't whistle
at the girl leaving here. She may be
your grandmother."
You probably know how come the
dictionary to be. Well, for those un;Jucated, this is probably how it happened:
One supposedly peaceful evening
Daniel Webster and his wife got in a
sort of heated discussion which led to
an argument, and before they knew it
oue word led to another.

,
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Who's Who
in

Harding College
By Lou Dugger

tides you have read in the last two
issues of the Bison were written by
Laura Lee. These have included a lot
of her personal history.
"Valley of l)ecision" and "The Return of the Native" are two of her favorite books.
"Great peace have they which love
thy law:
and nothing shall offend
them." This scripture taken from the
Psalms is her favorite.

Hello

Latwa Lee Arms
Laure Lee Atms is the "evergreen"
type of person. When all of us have had
our troubles, moods, and frowns, and
come out with a look of defeat, she is
still standing strong and straight.
She is secretary of the senior class,
business manager of the Bison, a mem·
ber of the Metah Moe Club and Who's
Who.
Teaching the training school Bible
class each Sunday has given Laura Lee
a lot of joy. To her, people are fascinat·
ing.
When she leaves Harding this spring,
she will always remember the spontaneous outbursts of singing around the
mailboxes, fish pond, or anywhere else
that a group of students happen to
gather.
Laura Lee has a sincere interest in
mission work to Alaska. She and Gay
Golden plan to go next September.
The Master makes the atmosphere of
her life. She studiously thinks right and
suits her temper to any circumstances.
When a job presents itself she does it
and does it well. Always she pays attention to detail. Even in leisure moments she is doing something useful.
Principles like these
life increasingly better for her and those around
her. Her life reminds us of energy,
perseverance, integrity, and industry.
"In Appreciation of Home", the ar·

the consequences of what we now sow,
are nqt here to help themselves. We
have enjoyed living in the freeiest, hap.piest country on earth. Would we, by
our petty selfishness, rob posterity of
the same privilege that we have taken
so much for granted? This land has
been to us an ever-flowing fountain of
national, social, and personal happiness.
Are we going to be the thoughtless
generation to keep away from future
generations the protection and benefits
of our democracy? If we could only
realize the good things that we have!
Even the poorest-paid laborer in this
is so much better off than most of the
rest of the world. But we are so used
to the pleasures of our democratic way
of living that we forget to be thankful
for them. We need co look around us
and see the sorrow and deprivation on
every side to rurly grasp the meaning
of dire need and want of the necessities
of life. But the mountain of a few extra dollars a month take-home pay
looms so large on our distorted horizon
that we cannot see past it into the dark
abyss ahead. Can we tolerate strikes in

The Evils Of
L abor Strikes
(Continued from page 1 )
there were oine terrible milk strikes m
New York. Does it not seem cruel to
you that the workers would not have
pity, even upon the helpless babies, who
depend upon milk for the most of their
diet? These innocent children have to
suffer for the selfishness of unthoughtr
fol strikers. About the same time there

On Saying
It's really such a simple thing to do
-saying "helto, hi, or howdy" to fellow student and stranger alike. It doesn't require much in the line of physical
labor, excepting maybe moving a few
'muscles into a friendly smile - but it
can mean a lot to the unsure new stud·
en t on your campus, to the stranger
window-shopping around the campus, or
just to the average Joe Harding.
Try it yourself today - look upon
each casual meeting as an adventure in.
finding people in their better selves for in mutual friendship can be found
a wealth of wonderful living.
Let each one of us start our own
"friendly-greeting" week - 52 weeks a
year - and let us be most gracious to
those we appreciate at least. In so doing
we may find a mutual basis for better
understanding through cheerful greet·
ing, where all else has failed.
No, it doesn't require much effort,
but the results of living dayi-by-day on
.i. friendliness-toward-fellow-man
basis
.:arries a far richer reward than the
'trouble' it takes.

were some hospital strikes. The nurses
and their helpers simply walked out
and left the poor .nelpless, invalids and
sufferers co fend for themselves. Even
insane asylums were not immune. The
workers walked out of one such institution and left the inmates withouc
food or care for hours. That is one of
the most cruel and unnecessary injust·
ices I have ever heard of.
We owe it to past and future generations to try our best to keep our country a free and safe democracy. We owe
it to the former because of the hopes
they had, the plans they built, the bat·
des they fought, and the sacrifices they
made for a free and happy nation; to
the latter, because they, who are to reaP

00·1$

nation's wealth distributed equally. It
is only right that the man who works
the hardest and thinks the deepest
should attain the greatest benefit from
his labor,.
It is not our plan to do away with
labor unions, for this could hardly bring
about a desirable solution to our prob·
lem. Throughout history, labor unions
have been extinct under dictatorspips
and have thrived where there is free
speech. It is one symbol of our freedom itself. And now that very symbol
is threatening the ideal for which it
stands.
(Continued on page 6)
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this government of the people, by the
people, and for the people? Can we
sell the safety and happiness of our
children for eighteen cents an hour extra in our pay envelopes?
Every man must be guaranteed his
liberty and his right to do as he likes
with his property or his labor, so long
as he does not infringe upon the rights
of others. But it is just as vital to fight
against the motive that prompts these
strikes as it is to fight for labor's right
to strike.
What labor seems to wane is a more
equal distribution of the nation's wealth
But it is not democratic to have all the

-.A.x9+s!H U! +sa:d.xuri

'
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On The Square
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Phone 22
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Searcy, Arkansas
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Picking
the
Pictures
By Eleana Oliphant
The title of the Rialto's picture for
the next weekend is not at all deceptive
"Guest Wife" is just like it sounds.
Claudette · Colbert and Ri.t:hard Foran

got rather tired of seeing the actors
darting in and out of the various bedrooms, and I failed to see the intended
humor in most of the risque, suggestive remarks and situations.

S hower ls Given
For Mrs. Bell
Mrs. George Benson was hostess to
a lovely stork shower given in honor
of Mrs. S. A. Bell, Saturday, April 6.

Games were- piayed by the fifty
guests present. Mrs. Benson was assisted in serving and entertaining by
ried bliss for a good many years, when
the senior Home Economics girls, Besthe husband's best friend and school •
sie Mae Ledbetter, Maxine O'Bannion,
chum, comes for a visit. The friend, Marilyn Thornton, Engle Lee Auwrey,
played by Don Ameche, is one of those Jolly Hill, Betcy Sue Traylor and Dorohigh-powered "personality" boys. In thy Ann Smith.
college, he carried the ball for the football team while his pal ran interference,
and it has been th1t way ever since.
Ameche has become a successful writer,
traveler and lecturer, while Foran, his
Happy birthday wishes for the
pal, has basked in his friend's fame and month of April go to :importance, willing to drop his own
23
Bell, ¥ildred
plans at any time to be ready to help
28
Clampitt, Margaret
out his friend. The wife, Miss1 Colbert,
17
Cranford, Virginia
decides that it is the last stray, when
2
Dillard, Dixie
Ameche; arriving in town, needing the
19
Dillinger, W. T.
help of his old buddy in some important
19
Domoho, Ernest
scheme, causes her to have to leave her
6
Ellis, Frank
husband behind while she goes on her
15
French, Marion
"second honeymoon· with the friend ,
28
Gordon, Paxson
Ameche. She decides to teach her hus15
Halbert, Pat
band a lesson, in hopes that he will
16
Healy, Thelda,
learn to "carry the ball" for himself.
16
Healy, Thurman
29
The rest of the picture is concerned
Jackson, D aisy
24
with some merry m ix-ups which add up
Johnson, Clyde
27
to nothing_ While the. excellent direcMoudy, Bula
5
tion of Sam W ood and th e charm a nd
N offsinger, Ralph
22
acting ability of Colbert, Ameche and
Perry, Mabel
27
Foran furnish a few entertaining momScoggi ns, Farris
11
ents, the picture just isn't ·the first rate
Stigers, Keith
26
Schuchardt, Marian
comedy that it was meant to be, and I

Tebay, Vivian
Terry, Virginia
Thornton, Marilyn
Turman, Alpha Lee
Traxler, Ray
Walden, Gladys
Waller, Clyde
Westerfield , Rex
Wolfe, Ira

8
9
11
10
19

visited friends on the campus Thursday
anJ Friday. Jackie finished high school
here in 194 5 and is now a freshman in
Mtmphis State College.

7

Mrs. Tolbert "Buddy" Vaughn and
the Misses Lucille Ivy, Juanita Floyd,
Janet Kettle and Marie Young of Grenada, Mississippi, spent the weekend of
April 5 on the campus. Mrs. Vaughn
is the former Marjorie Baker and was a
sophomore at Harding in 1943. Juani•
ca and Janet plan to enter school here in
the summer session. Lucille and Marie
may enter in September.

28

13

26

This Week's
Visitors

play a married couple who have lived
in a realitivly uneventful state of mar-

Happy Birthday !

SMITH'S

SHOE

George Reagan, of Memphis, Tennessee, spent the week visiting friends
on the campus. He was a freshman in
1943 and plans to re-enter school in
the summer session. George spent 33
months as a PhM 2-c in the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cronin were visitors Friday, April 12. Bob is a former
stuclent and spent some time in the
armed forces . Mrs. Cronin is a graduate
and the former Mary Alberta 'Affo"
Ellis.

Claude Richardson, a former student,
who has spent sometime in the armed
service, visited friends on the campus
last week.

Pulling it out proved a task which re·
qi,;ired forty-five minutes, but it is reported. that the boys did enjoy the
swim.
Another thing bringing enjoyment to
the group was the grapevine swing
that goes out over the water. No mishaps occurred in this passtime which is
an unusual record.
At lunch time all operations stopped
momentarily to permit the partaking of
the lunch which was carried from the
campus already prepared. The lunch
consisted of ham salad sandwiches, cook
ies, pickles, potato chips, cokes, lemonade and apples.
The party returned to the campus at
abour four-thirty in the afternoon. The

..-

Vada Ott, Faye Thomason, Geneva
Brock and Dot Briggs, from Freed.Hardeman College, Henderson, Tennessee, visited Maxine Mercer and Margaret Clampit.

boys and their dates were as follows :
Trice Taylor, LaVonne Bevans;

--Of-

Romeo's Cafe
for Delicious Foods
111 E ast Center St.

i

vVhite County
Water Co.

l

5:30 A. M . -

12:00 P. M .

K- 9's Go On
Outing To Letona

Marilyn Hatten, of Culver, Indiana
visited Forest Moyer from Thursday, ,
With Letona as their destination, the
April 11 until Tuesday, April 16.
K-9's left the campus two weeks ago
Saturday for their ail-day outing.
Boati ng formed one of the major acMr. and Mrs. W. L. Oliphant, of
Dallas, Texas are visiting their daugh- tivities of the day until about ten o'ters Eleana and Linda, while Brother clock when, as some of the boys startOliphant is engaged in a meeting at the ed. for a boattide, they let the boat get
to..,-n Church.
away from · them. It floated out from
shore a little way where it became lodgJ ackie Gibson, of Pelhom, New York ed under a partially submerged log.

,Roberson's Rendezvous
and Bus Station

Appreciate

D. T. WILLIAMS & SON

Your Patronage

Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and Appliances
Zenith Radios
Kelvinator Refrigerators

• • •••

Phone 119

STORE
WE

SHOE REPAIRING - NON-RATION SANDALS
Sh oe Strings and Poliahsea - All Colors

APPRECIATE Y O U R
PATRONAGE

* * * *

*

Phone 69,4

APPAREL

We Have Enjoyed Serving You
in the Past;
And will Look Forward to
Serving You in the Future
---.oOo- --

William Walker Studio

Compliments of KROH'S

ONE-HALF BLOCK NORTH RENDEZVO US

''W e Will Be Happy To Serve Your
Parties"
Phone 223

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY

WELCOME
-to-

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

l

For the Latest ...

Magazines and Books
come to

BACK OF PLAZA THEATRE

-Sandwiches
-Chili
- Drink
-Pies

Easter Greetings--May the spirit of peace reign in your hearts

throughout the corning year, and may this spirit
within you lead others to the great peacemaker;
who gave us not only peace, but a promise of
eternal life.
I

THE .SEARCY BANK
" WHERE YOUR BUSINESS IS APPRECIATED"

Hopper News and Book Store

A SURE PROOF OF SPRING

Telephone 695

IT'S PLANTING TIME!!

·· TRUMAN BAKER
CHEVROLET COMPANY

PLANT YOUR FEET

If We Can Serve You . . .. . Call On Us-

THE SODA FOUNTAIN

i_

200 E ast Race

UNDE R

Phones 212-303
- .- " Service is Complete a t -

DO Y OU NEE D A LIFT?
-then visit -

The Vanity Box
Y ou'll leave "with beau ty kindled and with
pleasur e f ed"
Operators : -

D ick

Smith, Marylyn Littleton; Don W ilkerson, Barbara Van Hoosier; Jack Lawyer,
Jo Woody; Coy Campbell, Erlene Fra nk
lin; Curtis McGuire, Mary Katherine
Willia~s; Ernie W ilkerson, Betty N icks
Billie Bland, Jo Max Futrell; D oug
Cowsert, Barbara Meek; Dave Johnson ,
Lois Benson; Brick Hurst, Peggy Boone;
Charles Gray, Mary J oe Lawyer; and
sponsors, Mr. and Mrs. Gunselman.

l

Compliments

-oOo-

LADIES
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Hazel Hugh es - Genevieve Small
Margaret Quattlebaum

Phone 344

"'

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

'

and

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

)
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Social Clubs Have Outings
At Petit Jean State Park
Sub T-16's

'

,

Using a truck loaded with bales of
hay as a means of conveyance, the Sub
T's left the campus for Petit Jean at
the unmentionable hour of 4 :45 a. m.
on April 6.
After a short breakfast different
groups went boating and to the falls.
Some went swimming accidently (if
Swim would only keep his big feet out
of the way). They then assembled at
the former camp sight to digest a din·
ner of steak medium rare, beans, pota·
to salad, onions, and an appetizing des.sere of chocolate cake and ice cream.
Once again they packed themselves in
the truck and went to the "point" before · starting home. Stiff backs, sore
legs, red faces constituted the main
body as they dragged themselves off the
truck at the end of a perfect day.
Those attending with their dates
were: Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rhodes;
Mary Belle Garner, Dr. Frank Rhodes;
Lois Hemingway, Therman Healy; Dor·
is Johnson, J ames Ganus; Lois Church,
Evan Ulrey; Jo O'Neal, Lucien Bag·
nett0; Frances Renshaw, Al Stroop;
Gerry Young, Ambrose Rea; Mable
Perry, Sammie Swim; Axel and Dori~
Swang; Georgia Jenkins, Art Peddle;;
Doris Richie, Bill Nations; Ordis Cope·
land; Dot King, Arvis Ganus; Lynn
Hefton, Bruce Cooley; Ken and Iris
Elder; Ida Hazlett, Norman Starling.

Gatas
Beautiful scenery and weather greet·
ed the GATA's and their dates at Petit
Jean mountain a week ago last Saturday on their all-day outing.
Upon arriving breakfast was cooked
over an open fire and then the days
activities began with a hike. This hike
lasted the greater part of the day and
included a trip to the top of the little
falls and another to the big falls.
Shortly after a late lunch consisting
of ham sandwiches, bean salad, fruit,
cokes, ice cream, and cookies the bus
was loaded for the journey home. Two
short stops were made, one at Lookout

Point and another in Morrilton at the
former site of Harding College.
Those attending were as follows :
Janet Rea, Joe Pryor; Mary Beth Gordon, Sam Heiserman; Bettey Oldham,
Harlan Hurd; Beverly Chadwick, Burrell Dykes; Marie Carlisle, Dave Johnson; La Vera Novak, Jerry Fritz; Maryann Hazlett, Bill Collins; Jane Sanford,
Wilton Pate; Frances Bornshlaegal,
Bernard Veteto; Dorothy Brewer, Dale
Straughn; Adrian and Mary Formby;
Bill and Vivian Chapman, and Dr. )ack
Wood Sears.

Metah Moes
Have Banquet
The Metah Moe Club entertained
guests with a surprise "Lavender and
Old Lace" banquet April 6. Using umbrella place cards and booklet style programs decorated with a basket of flowers, the springtime theme was further
carried out by a renaming of each couple for famous lovers in history.
Robert Collins and Sibyl Bennett
were John Alden and Priscilla; Keith
Stigers and Dorothy Bynum became
Menelaus and Helen of Troy; Gladys
Walden and Anna Ruth Carpenter were
Henry VIII and Ann Boleyn; Joe Cannon and Norma Foresee wete Isaac and
Rebecca; Bob Helsten and Wilene Winters became Julius Caesar and Calpburnia; George Davies and Olive Peddle
took the names of David and Bethsheba.
Adam and Eve found new life in
Career Geer and Maxine Grady; Rob·
ert Browning and Elizabeth Browning
were again the world's most perfect
lovers in the persons of Robert Kerr
and Margaret Clampitt. Offering a de·

Delta Iotas Elect
Henry Farrar was elected presideni
ot the Delta Iota social club for next
year at the club's last meeting. The
newly elected officers will not take office until the last six weeks of this
term.
Other new officers are Ira Wolfe,
vice-president; Charles Doyle, secretary\-

treasurer, and Guthrie Dean, sergeant at
arms.

ENGAGEMENTS
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Ray, 1228 N.
Princeton, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dorothy
Jane, to Richard N. Chandler.
The ceremony will be performed at
Harding College, May 15.
Miss Ray is a graduate of West
Plains, Missouri High School and attended Harding College in the fall of
'42 and '43. She moved to Albuquerque
with her parents two years ago from
West Plains.
While at Harding, Dorothy Jane was
a member of the GATA club, Eques·
trian club, and Chorus.
Richard is the son of Harding College's dietitian, Mrs. A. B. Chandler
and the late Mr. Chandler of Memphis,
ennessee. He is a graduate of Harding Academy and College, Class of '44.
He majored in Business .Ad, and mincred in Phys. Ed.
Members of the Lambda Sigma club
celebrated April Fool's Day with a
slightly irregular meeting lase Monday.
Entertainment was provided by their
new pedge, Virgil Cullum who did such
outstanding feats as "raising cain".
(Done with the aid of a cane provided

MAKE OUR STORE

Your
HEADQUARTERS

DR. T. J. FORD
DENTIST -

X-RAY

5 and lOc STORE
STERLING'S

Come to See Us
BRADLEY'S
BARBER SHOP
"For your Consideration Read
Gal. 6: 10: Romans 12: 10

PHELP'S SHOE
SHOP

Phone 324

by President Joe Cannon.) Refresh·
ments consisted of hot grapettes and
doughnuts.
An April rool's hunt was then conducted and ended at Emmett Smith's
house where substantial food was
served.

Bible Dictionary

Abboud-Sims Garage

I

l

KROGER'S
COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET

In the Spring the Ring's the Thing.
M. M. GARRISON
JE\VELER

Phone 225

~-~-

STANDARD OIL COMPANY-New Jersey
-gives--

Prompt Esso

Service

Phone 57

-----·-----------.------------~---- ~

ALWAYS WELCOME
-At-

The Ideal Shop

!.___.___;_________..
FOR THE BEST IN MEN'S CLOTHING

Electric and Acetylene Welding
General Auto and Tractor Repairing
Body and Fender Work
Phone 462

ed especially for this volume. Other
features include 4,000 questions and
answers, history of the book of the
Bible, historical illustrations of ancient
coins and gems, and an analytical and
comparative concordance.
Per Volume ........ $2.25
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
] . L. Dyke~, Managef'
-;-Adv.

Every Bible student will want a copy
of the revised edition of Smith's prcr
nouncing Bible Dictionary. This dictionary contains more scriptural words
than any other medium-size dictionary
published. One of its outstanding features is its fine engravings, numbering
over five hundred.
The 100,000 re~erences were compil-

--:-0--

Above Bank of Searcy

G. L. PRUETT
MUTUAL INSURANCE
AGENCY

cided contrast were two other famous
lovers, Li'l Abner and Daisy Mae, as
protrayed by Sammie Swim and Marien Schuchardt. Bill Baker and Laura
Lee Arms carried out the Romeo and
] uliet idea, and Arthur Peddle and
GeNgia Jenkins became Anthony and
Cltopatra.
Orlando and Rosalind of Shakespearean fame were brought to life again by
Cuthrie Dean and Carnelle Patterson.
l.'nd. Robert Grayson and Vera Mae
Kiihnl procrayed Abraham Lincoln and
Ann Rutledge. Mr. and Mrs. Gunselman were the Indian lovers Hiawatha
and Minnehaha.
The invocation was given by Isaac,
and the program that followed was concerned with the spring season. "It's
Spring!" was presented by Romeo; a
duet, Rosalind and Minnehaha;
"A
Young Man's Fancy", Anthony; "Rainbow's Pot O'Gold", Juliet; a reading,
Elizabeth Browning; "Love Is Like A
Melody", sung ' by a group; "Love My
Love", began with Ad~m. In addition,
there were Nut Riddles and a sing
song.
The menu for the evening consisted
of April Dew, Sunshine Mix, Viande
Delight, Fleecy Clouds, Chef's Surprise,
Amber Raindrops, and Thunder Skies.
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Always Come
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Searcy, Arkansas

MEN'S STORE

PARK AVENUE

OKLAHOMA
TJR~

AND SUPPLY CO.

GROCERY
HANDY -

--{)~

For The Finest

HELPFUL

MERCHANDISE
----0-.

--oOe>-Jus.. off the Campus

PERPLEXED?
DON'T BE!.
You can't go wrong when you choose

THE COLLEGE INN

HARDING
I

Mrs. T. J. Traylor, Manager

Searcy, Arkansas

LET
Juniors and Misses!!!

for the latest styles in . . . .

MAKE A WARDROBE

Easter Bonnets

FROM YOUR WAR - ROBE

$1.98 to $5.98

-

By Letting -

$10.98 to $18.98

Harding College Laundry
Apply

~---oOo...-~~~-

Federated Store
t_ _ _______._ __

"For The Latest in Styles Check Our Displays''

SERVE

YOUR
·Banquets--Parties
We Appreciate Your Business

-and-

Easter Frocks

us

FIRST

AID

---oOo-----

Mayfair Hotel
MRS. R. H. BRANCH, Manager
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Juniors Are First Half Champs
Whip Seniors
For Loop Lead
By defeating the Seniors 7-3, Thurs.day afternoon the Juniors won the first
half championship of the ·spring class
tournament in softball. The game was
characterized by errors on both sides,
with these accounting for ' most of the
runs; the hitting being held down on
both sides by Stevens and Ewing, Junior and Senior pitchers, respectively.
The only extra base hit was made by
Ewing, who slammed out a three bag·
ger to garner for himself the batting
honors of the day.

W dnesday afternoon the Seniors won
over the High School by a 12-2 score.
Several long hits were made, with
Ewing leading also in this game, with
a home run to his credit. Cowsert,
third baseman for the Academy team,
though little, played one of the best
games of anyone on the field. Jack
Lawyer, pitching for the High School,
played well also. Ordis Copeland led
the Senior team and pitched the win.

The first box of strawberries sold in
Searcy this year was bought by the
Srnrcy Produce M?l.rket April 11, and
brnught $12. 50.

Stevens and Kenny, of the Juniors,
were perhaps the outstanding players
for the Juniors, both turning in good
performances. Ewing, pitcher for the
Seniors, played his usual good game
and held down Junior hits well, allowing no extra base blows.
The Seniors, in losing th is game
have lost their first softball game of the
year, since they won the class tournament in the fall. Another half of this
tourney is yet to come, however, which
will put the Seniors back in the running;
In the only other game of the week,

J. D. Phillips & Son
-0-

Rhodes Sets Date
Of Cross-country
-;,Cross country will be May 1, followed by Track and Field D ay May 15,"
announces Hugh Rhodes, physical education director. These two field events,
coming late in the year, will virtually
conclude the year's athletic activities.
The cross country run, two miles over a
course composed of about every kind
of terrain imaginable, will test the
strength and endurance of the boys who
attempt it, and the track and field events, ranging from archery for the
girls to the mile run for the boys, will

Looking 'em Over
By Emmett Smith

Activities of all kinds might well be
spoken of in terms of the sportsman.
Every phase of life might easily be considered a game in which all must participate as a team if all is to go well.
Everybody recognizes readily that a
team has to work together in order to
win or to earn the respect of the onlooker. The same is true of any phase
of life in which people have to work
together in order to produce. It seems,
however, that many, many people who
realize fully the necessity of team work
on the field cannot come to realize

that the same kind of team work is
necessary wherever people work as a
team.

APRIL 16, 1946

give all students interested in this
branch of physical activity, opportunities to have some fun as well as getting some exercise.
The track and field events this year
will be run off in teams, as usual, with
the teams being chosen from the ones
who sign up, just as in any other intramural activity. Last year the meet was
run off with the teams being composed
of the various boys, and girls' social
clubs. Winners of the meet were the
Ju Go Ju's for the girls and the Sub
T's in the boys' division. The Ju Go
Ju's amassed 30 points for their win,
with their nearest competitors, the W .
H . C's. being able to garner oiily 23 1-2
Closest Sub T rivals were the T. N.
T's, who made 31 1~2 points as com·
pared to the Sub T's 57 1-2. Ordis
Copeland and Ruby Jean Wesson were
high individual scorers.
Among the various events, for the
girls will be: 60 yard dash, discus,
baseball throw, 100 yard dash, archery,
b•oad jump,base run, relay races, 50
yard dash and a 50 yard walk.
The boys will engage in such feats
of prowess as: 100 yard dash, high
hurdles, baseball throw, 880 yard dash,
iow hurdles, broad jump, 220 yard
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Robertson's Drug Store
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STORE
JAMES, JR., Mgr
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Phone No. 30

S HO P

-GIFTS-DRUGS- ANTIQUES-

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Compliments
SANITARY
MARKET

l
E rnest E. Chandler
FUNERAL HOME
101 N . Main Street

Compliments
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BERRY
Barber Shop

C 0 M P L I ME N T S

Smith-Vaughn Mercantile
Company

21 8 West Arch

A ppreciates Your Trade

CE NTRAL
Barber Shop
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l

Barney Hartsell
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Open Seven Days A Week .

•
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Security Bank

JAMES L. FIGG

The Lure Cafe

Come Over And See
Us

COMPLIMENT S

Allen's Quality Bakery
KARO NUT PIES
The Harding Favorite

DENTIST

Oh well, what's the use, the world
has always been that way and always
will ce as long as men and women refuse to take responsibility seriously.

BEAUTY

WELCOME TO

Home Of

DR. R. W. TOLER

~-1---

QUAINT

-LABOR ESSAY
(Continued from page three)
Many solutions have been thought of
in relation to this problem. The ideal,
of course, would be for both labor and
capital to apply Christian principles in
their dealings with each other, try •to cooperate with each other, and work for
their common good. If the workers
would help production there would
naturally be more money, which woukl
be to the advantage of both labor and
capital. In any event, if either of the
groups would concede to the other, it
would come out best in the end because
it is a natural law that he who gives
most, receives most. But since it does
not seem possible that this solution
should be soon forthcoming, we must
think of a different, more ready one.

One solution appealed to me very
strongly. I propose that a board of arbitration be appointed, to which every
labor dispute must be taken. This court
should be made up of a group of capable, informed men who understand
the problem fully and are interested in
the welfare of the American citizens.
T hey should study each situation carefully and concentrate on giving fair decisions alwa~s.
I fervently hope that those who are
forgetting the good of the nation as a
whole and each person as an individual
will realize their mistake before it is
too late.
I am truly thankful to God for hav>ing granted the preservation of our
nation through all the vicissitudes and
revolutions of this turbulent world. And
I raise my ~rnest prayer to Him that
in spite of our foolish ways and ridiculous thoughtlessness, He will continue Hi's blessings.

- - -oOo - - -

It is indeed amazing and disappointing to learn how small the number is
upon whom you can really depend. In
looking over the whole team it is unusual t0 find more than one to three
who will never betray one's confidence.

RADIOS - RECORDS
120 W. Ra.ce St. Phone 76

880 yard relay, discus throw,
hgh jump , mile run, pole vault, javelin, and 440 yard dash.

clash

4 :30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
Mexican Chilli
Regular Dinners
Sandwiches
Courteous Service
__

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

·-·-·-·
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A Friendly Institution

Eyes Tested
Glasses Fitted

l_ Goo~-F-oo_d

Searcy, Arkansas

County Judge
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STOTTS'

"Variety's the very S pice of Life''

POND ER'S
KEY SHOP
606 North Pine St.

Opposite Grammar School

Central Arkansas
Radio Co.
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106 E. Market
. Phone No. 8

SEARCY ICE AND
COAL CO.
Phone 555

ALWAYS AT
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Largest Store in Searcy

PRESCRIPTIONS

LADIES!!
Come In and See Our New Spring
Short Coats, Hats and
Dresses

----0001----Compliments Of

DRUG STORE

Get all your Needs

ROBBINS-SANFORD
MERCANTILE COMPANY

YOUR

SERVICE

Magnolia Cab Co.

Phone 33

0. K. Taxi
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ECONOMY
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MARKET

Across from Rendezvous

For
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STAPLE AND FANCY
FOOD
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